INTRODUCTION

Thank you for choosing a Vello ActionPan Professional Grade Stabilizing Action Grip.

The ActionPan gives you a comfortable grip on your shooting equipment, allowing you to confidently shoot extreme action sports steadily. You can use the ActionPan to capture the action from any angle, even low angles, smoothly and with incredible stability and control.

MOUNTING YOUR CAMERA OR CAMCORDER

1. With one hand holding the ActionPan and the other hand on your camera or camcorder, align the camera’s 1/4”-20 tripod mount to any position along the mounting platform.
2. Raise the camera away from the mounting platform and slide the mounting screw located on the ActionPan’s underside to the desired position.
3. Place your camera back on the platform with its tripod mounting socket positioned directly above the ActionPan’s mounting screw. Insert the mounting screw into your camera’s tripod mounting socket and turn the knob of the mounting screw until your camera is securely attached to the ActionPan’s mounting platform. For further adjustments, the mounting screw can be loosened or tightened as required.

ATTACHING ACCESSORIES

The accessory shoe located on the top of the ActionPan can be used to attach any accessory such as a microphone, LED light, or flash with a hot shoe or cold shoe type connection.

1. Insert your accessory’s hot shoe foot into the accessory shoe mount.
2. Use your accessory’s locking mechanism to lock the accessory in place to ensure that it is securely attached to the ActionPan.

To change the direction of the shoe mount for added control over your accessory’s angle or direction:

1. Loosen or remove the mounting screw connecting the accessory shoe to the ActionPan’s handle via the large knob located at the underside of the handle’s tip.
2. Reposition the accessory shoe mount as desired.
3. Tightly screw the mounting screw back into the threaded socket of the accessory shoe mount.

The accessory shoe can also be removed, if not needed, by simply unscrewing its mounting screw and removing the shoe mount.